
elite transparenT

USER’S GUIDE
A-Silicone for masks for light-curing materials



Elite Transparent, 
simplify your work

Formulated for making transparent silicone masks 
in the laboratory for composites and light-curing 
resins.

Elite Transparent is a transparent fluid 
two‑component addition silicone.
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1.

Model Wax-up

The combined use of transparent silicones and light-curing composites for the preparation of aesthetic 
temporary restorations saves plenty of time without foregoing quality.

Materials used: Elite Transparent, Elite Rock.

TEMPORARY RESTORATIONS
WITH ELITE TRANSPARENT

Application of Elite Transparent
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<<
Application of a transparent film to smooth the mask. 
Once this phase is complete, during silicone curing, 
the model can be placed under pressure at 2 bars

Mask in Elite Transparent Filling the mask with composite (dentine)

Mask repositioning
and light cure

Unfinished temporary restoration
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Filling the mask
with composite (enamel)

Mask repositioning
and light cure

Cut back (dentine reduction to make space
for the enamel)

>>

FINAL RESULT
after finishing and polishing
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Technical features

Codes

Find out more about related Zhermack products for masks for light‑curing materials 

Elite Rock
Extra-hard type 4 stone for master models
in fixed prosthesis applications

Working time*
(min:s)

Setting time*
(min:s)

Linear
dimensional

change (after 24 h)
Hardness 

(Shore A after 1 h)
Tensile 

strength
Tear 

strength

1:30 15:00 0.18 % 72 6.5 N/mm² 4 N/mm

*The times mentioned above are intended from the start of the mixing phase at 23° C (73° F).

Elite Transparent - A-Silicone for masks
Code Packaging

C401600 1 x 50 ml cartridge + 6 yellow mixing tips

For more information please visit our website: www.zhermack.com
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Zhermack S.p.A. | Via Bovazecchino, 100 | 45021 Badia Polesine (RO) ITALY 
T +39 0425 597611 | F +39 0425 53596 | info@zhermack.com | www.zhermack.com

Fulfilling your needs
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